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HE MAY campaign for our Kingsley Park

partnerships can best be summed up in three words

– busy but frustrating! 

No fewer than eight different partnerships had runners in

May. In all, 20 partnership horses went to post during the

month, but a winner proved elusive. Three horses finished

second in their races, while four others finished third.

Fresh from a battling success over a mile and three-

quarters at Nottingham at the end of April, Hochfeld

(Kingsley Park 23 – Ready To Run) ran a terrific race in

Hamilton’s Buttonhook Handicap on May 2. In soft

conditions, the Cape Cross gelding battled on hard up the

Hamilton hill for jockey Connor Beasley, finishing in great

style only to fail to catch his stablemate, The Trader, by a

neck in a thrilling finish.

Kingsley Park 18’s Bravado was another to run well at

Chester’s May Meeting. Stepped up in trip beyond six

furlongs for the first time, the Showcasing colt made a

determined bid to make all the running in a handicap over

seven and a half furlongs. Carrying joint top weight,

Bravado was headed by the winner inside the final furlong,

keeping on well to hold second.

Silver Shade, a Kendargent gelding owned by Kingsley

Park 17, was seeking a hat-trick when he lined up for a

handicap over a mile and three-quarters at Sandown on

May 20. The outsider of the six runners, he produced a

decent effort for jockey Ben Curtis, battling hard to hold off

Pied Piper for second on this his first effort at a trip in

excess of a mile and a half.

Kingsley Park 26’s Highland Premiere also ran well in

a race which turned out to be fairly controversial. Stepping

up to six furlongs, the Highland Reel colt showed good

speed and kept on well to finish third behind Unspoken in

the race in which Jason Watson was punished for his ride

on the wayward Noisy Night.
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IVEN THAT Making

Miracles was the winner of

the Chester Cup when it was

last run in 2019, the 2021 renewal on

May 7 was always likely to be targeted

by the stable this year. Johnston Racing

provided four of the 16 runners, with

Trumpet Man, Rochester House and

Lucky Deal being joined by Kingsley

Park 23 – Ready To Run Partnership’s

Hochfeld, stepping up in

trip again after his

exertions at Hamilton.

Ben Curtis took the

ride on Hochfeld. On

settling down, Hochfeld

was racing on the rail,

disputing fifth as

Glencadam Glory made

the running under Jason

Hart. His position didn’t

change much, and with a

T

UP FOR
THE CUP

circuit to race he was seventh, just

behind Nate The Great and Rochester

So close!

House who were racing on his outer.

Short of room approaching the final

bend, Hochfeld had to be switched off

the rail to launch his challenge. 

As the eventual winner Falcon Eight

flew on the outside of the field,

Hochfeld move through the gears to

finish strongly,  eventually passing the

post in third, two and a half lengths

adrift of the winner.

Hochfeld’s career

record at Chester has

produced form figures of

11223; the Cape Cross

gelding appears to have

lost none of his ability

and partners will be

looking forward to the

rest of his 2021

campaign.
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